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TNE NABU’S UNIQUENESS

Law enforcement agency created from a scratch in 2015

Staff — 700 people, selected from 40 thousand applicants

Focused on investigating top-corruption

Constant civil control
TNE NABU’S RESULTS

200
Cases in courts

300+
Persons accused

Detained on corruption:
Members of Parliament, Minister, Heads of State Fiscal Service of Ukraine, Accounting Chamber, State Audit Service of Ukraine, state-owned enterprises, judges
TNE NABU’S CHALLENGES

- Court sabotage
- Resistance of other law enforcement agencies
- Attempts to limit institutional and functional independence
- Decriminalization of illegal enrichment
Based on trust, **transparency** and cooperation

Society's influence on staff selection and civil control over the NABU through the **Public Oversight Council**

Effective cooperation with media: every sixth NABU’s case is based on **journalist investigation** or contains facts published in media

Educational activities for youth in order to promote **zero tolerance to corruption**
HEAD OF THE STATE FISCAL SERVICE OF UKRAINE

• Accused of causing 21 billion UAH losses to the state
• People did not allow him to avoid criminal prosecution
PUBLIC RELATIONS: CASES

STUDENTS AGAINST CORRUPTION

Raising awareness campaign
- 21 universities
- 17 cities
- 4,000 students

Ukraine, 2017-2018
DUMKOFEST. ANTI-CORRUPTION

First anti-corruption opinion festival

- 700 participants
- 2 open discussion platforms
- top speakers on anti-corruption

Kyiv, 2018
PUBLIC RELATIONS: CASES

Interactive “museum” of Ukrainian corruption

Kyiv, 2018
PUBLIC RELATIONS: CASES

SOCIAL AD 
“CORRUPTION CONCERNS EVERYONE”

- Created with the support of international partners
- November 2016 and December 2017
- More than 730 thousand views
#EveryoneCanFightCorruption

Social media campaign

- December, 2018
- 5 real stories of whistle-blowers
- more than 70 thousand views online

#БоротисьЗкорупцієюМожеКожен
THANK YOU!

Visit
https://nabu.gov.ua

Follow
@nab_ukr
@nabu.gov.ua
@NABUofficial

Questions?
press@nabu.gov.ua